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Errata 
 

• The following entities have incorrect images: 
-‐ &dcaron; (pp. 465) should be ď 
-‐ &Lcaron; (pp. 473) should be Ľ 
-‐ &lcaron; (pp. 473) should be ľ 
-‐ &tcaron; (pp. 485) should be ť 

All have a caron accent over the letter; however, for these four characters, 
even though the accent name is caron, the correct image is to have a right 
smart quote (curly quote) after the character. 
 

• The character &gap; (pp. 469) should have only one tilde-like character 
underneath, not two. The image should be ≳ 
  

• The image for &phgr; (pp. 479) is incorrect and should have been the one 
used for &phis; (pp. 480). The image used for &phgr; in the appendix is 
that as should be used for the variant version, &phiv; (pp. 480). Part of 
the confusion here is that Unicode swapped the images for x03C6 and 
x03D5 between versions 2 and 3 of Unicode. 

 
• The image used for &quot; (pp. 480) is incorrect. It should be a simple 

(not curly) double quote. The image should be " 
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